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ABSTRACT:
Multimodal remote sensing approach is based on merging different data in different portions of electromagnetic radiation that
improves the accuracy in satellite image processing and interpretations. Remote Sensing Visible and thermal infrared bands
independently contain valuable spatial and spectral information. Visible bands make enough information spatially and thermal makes
more different radiometric and spectral information than visible. However low spatial resolution is the most important limitation in
thermal infrared bands. Using satellite image fusion, it is possible to merge them as a single thermal image that contains high spectral
and spatial information at the same time. The aim of this study is a performance assessment of thermal and visible image fusion
quantitatively and qualitatively with wavelet transform and different filters. In this research, wavelet algorithm (Haar) and different
decomposition filters (mean.linear,ma,min and rand) for thermal and panchromatic bands of Landast8 Satellite were applied as
shortwave and longwave fusion method . Finally, quality assessment has been done with quantitative and qualitative approaches.
Quantitative parameters such as Entropy, Standard Deviation, Cross Correlation, Q Factor and Mutual Information were used. For
thermal and visible image fusion accuracy assessment, all parameters (quantitative and qualitative) must be analysed with respect to
each other. Among all relevant statistical factors, correlation has the most meaningful result and similarity to the qualitative
assessment. Results showed that mean and linear filters make better fused images against the other filters in Haar algorithm. Linear
and mean filters have same performance and there is not any difference between their qualitative and quantitative results.
INTRODUCTION
Remote Sensing (RS) is a science that using electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) and signals records data and extract
information (chemical and physical) from different objects and
phenomenon and visualizes them. For more information about
the nature of satellite images see (Schowengerdt Robert A.,
2009).
Different portions of EM spectrum (EMS) enable users to see
different phenomenon with different states (Pajares & de la
Cruz, 2004). Each portion of EMS has unique characteristics
and shows special properties of phenomenon more different
than other portions. Multimodal Remote Sensing Approach
(MRSA) has focused on merging different data which obtained
by different sensors in different portions of EMS (Luis,
Member, Tuia, & Member, 2015). For example, visible (VIS)
portion of EMS has higher frequency and according to this it
has high spatial information against thermal infrared (TIR)
bands. On the other hand, TIR band has lower frequency and
lower spatial information but it has more valuable radiometric
and spectral information. So, based on fusion theory, a
framework is needed for merging data which have different
characteristics and properties, as merged image has higher
quality than original ones. Data fusion is a formal framework in
which are expressed means and tools for the alliance of data
originating from different sources. It aims at obtaining
information of greater quality; the exact definition of ‘greater
quality’ will depend upon the application (Wald, 2009).
In recent years many algorithms presented for satellite image
fusion (SIF). Generally, they can be subdivided to two groups:
1) Component Substitution (CS) Methods and 2)

Multiresolution (MR) Image Fusion Methods. Some of the CS
methods such as: PCA, IHS Transforms, Gram-Shmidth and
Brovey Transform. On the other hand, MR methods commonly
are wavelet based image fusion and frequency transforms. The
key point in CS methods is spectral overlapping between input
bands, otherwise it makes spectral distortions in fused image.
However, MR methods can be used for merging some data that
are related to different portions of EMR without spectral
overlapping. In MR methods users can control the amount of
spatial and spectral information that must be injected to the
fused image(Vivone, Alparone, et al., 2014).
This paper shows a performance assessment for wavelet
algorithm (Haar) with different decomposition filters. Figure 1
shows general structure of this process.
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Figure 2. Wavelet based image fusion

Figure 1. General structure of this paper

The complete procedure of image decomposition explained at
(Transactions, Pattern, & Vol, 1989). According to (Stollnitz,
DeRose, & Salesin, 1995) one dimensional wavelet transform
can be extended to two dimensional space easily:

METHODOLY
WAVELET THEORY
Wavelet theory is a frequency based method of image
processing which have many applications in signal and image
processing such as image compression, noise reduction and
image and signal fusion. The main assumption in this method is
that each image contains high and low frequencies. Lower
frequencies cover spectral information (approximation factor)
and higher frequencies cover spatial details (details factor).
(Misiti & Poggi, n.d.).
The wavelet based transformation is a forward and inverse
process. First of all, it decomposes an image to many sub
images using high pass and low pass filtering and it has
continued hierarchically. Then sub images merged together
using reconstruction process(Misiti & Poggi, n.d.).
3.1 Wavelet Application in Image Fusion
Wavelet based approach is an appropriate method for image
fusion because of following reasons:
1)
It’s a multiresolution approach which can be
useful for performing image fusion with different
resolutions. Many scientists believes this method as a
suitable algorithm for image fusion(Adelson &
Anderson, 1984, Florack, ter Haar Romeny,
Koenderink, & Viergever, 1994, Burt P. & Adelson,
1983, Azriel & Mark, 1971)
2)
Discrete wavelet transform decomposes image
to many sub images and produces coefficients that
keep information for each sub images.
3)
Coefficient that obtained from sub images can
be combined together and make new ones that are
more effective.
4)
Merged coefficients using inverse wavelet
transformation make a final fused image(Pajares & de
la Cruz, 2004).
The inputs for image fusion using wavelet transforms have same
or different spatial resolution. If they have different spatial
resolution they must be co-registered together. Figure 2 shows
decomposition of different information with horizontal, vertical
and diagonal lines for each sub images. Also, dark rectangles in
sub images shows the determined coefficients for each
decomposed sub images(Pajares & de la Cruz, 2004).
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Where separation of spatial and spectral information performed
by high and low pass filters on images (x,y) and finally
I L (x,y) and I H (x,y) produced. Decomposition process in first
level produces four sub images like I HH (x,y) that contains
spectral information of original images. Another sub images like
I HH (x,y) , I HL (x,y) and I LH (x,y) contain spatial details(Pajares &
de la Cruz, 2004).
Wavelet based image fusion based on Haar algorithm is the
reference method for MR approach. L and H are low and high
pass filters which can be computed by equation 2 and 3.
(2)
L / (1/ 2)[1, - 1]
(3)
H / (1/ 2)[1, - 1]

I(x,y) is an original image with M # N dimension. l i is the
low pass filter coefficient that i = 0,1,2,...,N i - 1 and N i is the
length of filter L. h(j) is the high pass filter coefficient that
j = 0,1,2,...,N h - 1 determines filter length H(Pajares & de la
Cruz, 2004).
I l (x,y) = 1 / l(i).I((2x + i)modM ,y),I H (x,y)
N i i =0
Ni - 1

= 1 / h(j).I((2x + i)modM ,y)
N h j =0
Nh - 1

(4)

for x = 0,1,2,..., M - 1 and y = 0,1,2,...,N - 1
2

I LL (x,y) = 1 / l(i).I L (x,(2y + i)modN),I LH (x,y)
N l i =0
Ni - 1

= 1 / l(j).I L (x,(2y + j)modN)
N l j =0

(5)

Nh - 1
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= 1
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Filter Type

Linear

j =0

for x = 0,1,2,..., M - 1and y = 0,1,2,..., N - 1
2
2

Min
Coefficients must be selected which are related together.
Coefficients that are not related remove by thresholds because
these values are close to zero. The method for threshold
determination used based on(Morales & Shih, 2000):
T = v 2logn / n

Mean

(7)

Where v is standard deviation and n is the size of samples.
After image decomposition and coefficient determination that
shows the amount of information in sub images. Inverse wavelet
transform reconstructs fused image using high and low pass
filters:

Max

Rand
l (i)l Sx1 ((x + i)mod2R,y)
Is (x,y) = 1 u / u
N l i =0

(8)

l (i)l Hx1 ((x + i)mod2R,y)
I H (x,y) = 1 u / u
N l i =0

(9)

Ni - 1

Figure 3. Visual results of different filters
RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

Ni - 1

ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
Qualitative and quantitative approach used for accuracy
assessment. Qualitative assessment is related to visual
properties of image when compared with the original inputs.
However in quantitative approach mathematical and statistical
relations were used for validation(Christine Pohl, 2017). Fused
image must have more information comparing with input
ones(Vivone, Simões, et al., 2014).
There are many algorithms for validation of fused images, for
more information see (Shi, Zhu, Tian, & Nichol, 2005).
Generally, some common quantitative parameters used for
thermal and visible image fusion are Entropy, Mutual
Information compare with panchromatic (MI_p) and thermal
band (MI_t), Spatial Frequency, Correlation, Cross Correlation
with panchromatic (CC_p) and thermal band (CC_t), Q
parameters and standard deviation (Kun, Lei, Huihui, &
Jingsong, 2009,Zhao, Feng, Xu, Li, & Liu, 2013,Cui, Feng, Xu,
Li, & Chen, 2015,Zhang, Lu, & Jia, 2013,Chen, Xiong, Liu, &
Fan, 2014,Cui et al., 2015), (table 1-3 and figure 4-11 ).
DATA
In this paper thermal (TIR-100m) and panchromatic (Pan-15m)
image fusion (Landsat8) performed by wavelet transform. Input
images must be co-registered but for some data that are
originated from same sensor it is not very important. However,
input images must be resampled to same columns and rows and
pixel numbers(Wang, Ziou, Armenakis, Li, & Li, 2005).
Figure 3 depicts the results of TIR and Pan image fusion with
different filters of wavelet. Wavelet image fusion procedure
completely has depicted in previous equations (1-9).

In this paper thermal and panchromatic image fusion for
landsat8 data performed by wavelet based (Haar) image fusion
with different filters. In qualitative validation phase there is a
clear difference for Haar algorithm with different filters. Five
different filters (min, max, rand, linear and mean) used,
however linear and mean creates better result.
Quantitative results are inconsistent with qualitative approach.
For example linear and mean filters produced best qualitative
results but in many quantitative parameters, they have lower
value (table 1 and 2 and figure 3-11). However, these filters
(mean and linear) have higher correlation values rather than the
others. It shows that quantitative approach can’t be enough for
accuracy assessment. For example, min filter produced most
information with low visual quality or rand filter has most
visual noise but it contains high spatial frequency.
From Entropy perspective, min and rand filters have highest
values and information but they disturbed visual quality of
image. However linear and mean filters depicted same values
and they keep visual quality. It means there is not a linear
relationship between visual quality and amount of true
information. In other words entropy shows the amount of
information not true information.
Standard Deviation is a quantitative measure of contrast and it
has higher value at min and rand filters and after that linear,
mean and max filters. This parameter visually is true for some
filters such as min, mean and linear filters but it could not be
applicable at all because rand filter did not have good visual
properties.
Our goal in MRA image fusion in keeping spatial information
(MI_p) and adding spectral information from thermal band
(MI_t). So min filter saved the most spatial detail (higher value
at MI_p) compare with other filters and after that mean and
linear filters. This quantitative parameter showed better result
and its result has more correlation with visual quality. However
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max filter injected the most spectral and radiometrical
information and after that mean and linear filters.
Cross Correlation shows the amount of correlation and linear
relationship between input and outputs. So based on correlation
between panchromatic and fused image (CC_p) min, mean and
linear filters have better performance. It means that min filter
saved the most spatial information because it has highest values
at CC_p and MI_p.
In Cross Correlation with thermal band mean, linear and max
filters have higher values than others. It means they added more
spectral and radiometrical information to the fused image
compare to other filters.
With respect to Q factor, min, mean and linear filters have the
best relative result.
--mean
max
min
linear
rand

E
7.28
7.01
7.62
7.28
7.55

SD
63.44
62.36
68.35
63.44
67.59

MI_p
1.92
1.4
2.69
1.92
1.53

Figure 6. Mutual Information with respect to PAN for different
filters

MI_t
1.77
2.57
1.47
1.77
1.36

Table 1.Quantitave parameters

--mean
max
min
linear
rand

CC_p
0.93
0.87
0.95
0.93
0.88

CC_t
0.96
0.96
0.91
0.96
0.9

Q
0.54
0.45
0.65
0.54
0.49

Figure 7. Mutual Information with respect to TIR for different
filters

Table 2. Quantitate parameters

Figure 8. Spatial frequency of different filters

Figure 4. Entropy of different filters

Figure 9. Q factor for different filters

Figure 5.Standard deviation of different filters
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Figure 10. Cross correlation with PAN

Figure 11. Cross correlation with TIR

CONCLUSION
In this paper we evaluated performance of wavelet based image
fusion with different filters (mean.linear, max,min and rand) for
satellite images(Landsat8 data ). Two different approaches used
for accuracy assessment of fused images: 1) qualitative
approach, 2) quantitative approach.
We showed the performance of different filters in wavelet based
image fusion for satellite images. For this purpose, quantitative
and qualitative results were considered. it is concluded that
linear and mean filters have makes better fused image with
respect to visual quality and quantitative values. And also these
filters have more stable variation values in different quantitative
measures so that they are in first three ranks at all.
Statistical parameters cannot be used for accuracy assessment in
fusion process alone. For thermal and visible image fusion
accuracy assessment, all parameters (quantitative and
qualitative) must be analysed with respect to each other.
Qualitative validation is better than quantitate ones. Among all
relevant statistical factors, correlation has most meaningful
result and similarity to the qualitative assessment. Linear and
mean filters have same performance and there is not any
difference between their qualitative and quantitative results.
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